Here~lI''''~k (k > 2) are specified p-dimensional vectors that define the hypotheses. Many types of relationships among the means may be described with the linear inequalities in H o and Hi' Two interesting types of hypotheses are those that specify the signs of the means and those that describe an order relationship among the means. Some examples of alternative hypotheses that can be specified in this way are these: If Pi = V2 i -V I i where V j i is the average response of the i th patient subset to the jth treatment, then H~states that Treatment 2 is better than Treatment 1 for all subsets. If the Pi are regression coefficients, then Hs tates that the mean response increases with each independent variable. In any case, these relationships would be the alternative hypothesis. Rejection of H o by a test with small size would be taken as strong evidence confirming that the specified sign or order relationship is true. Sasabuchi (1980) showed that the size-a LRT of H o versus HI· is the test 
. ,k
where Za is the upper 100a percentile of a standard normal distribution. This test is biased and has very low power if all the values~ie' i = l,... ,k, are only slightly bigger than zero. We show that the following test is better than the LRT in that it has the same size, a, and has higher power at all obviously more powerful than the LRT. But we show that if, for each i = l,...,k, there exists an m =: i such that b i tb m < 0, then this test is also a
----
size-a test. It is easy to verify that this condition is satisfied, for example, for all the HI hypotheses mentioned in the preceding paragraph, except the simple tree, if~is diagonal.
Tests that are even more powerful than those described in the previous paragraph might exist. We discuss an example of such a test. Its rejection region is the union of the above rejection region and more sets R j ' j > J.
But despite this test's superior power properties, it is rather counterintuitive because its rejection region includes sample points~for which 2i~< 0 for all i = l,...,k. Since! is an estimate of e, it might seem strange to conclude that 2ie > 0 for all i = l,... ,k when the observed estimate of e satisfies 2i~< 0 for all i = l,... ,k. Thus tests such as in this example may be primarily of theoretical interest.
All of the previously mentioned results are derived in the t known case. Sasabuchi (1980) showed that, if~is unknown, the LRT is very similar to the LRT described above. The differences are that~is replaced by an estimate in the denominator of Zi and Za is replaced by t a , at-distribution percentile. This suggests that if the constants co,... ,CJ are defined in terms of t percentiles rather than normal percentiles, a uniformly more powerful size-a test in the unknown~case might be obtained. However we discuss an example that shows that this is not always true. The test constructed in this way has size greater than a. But in the example the size of the test converges to a quickly as the degrees of freedom for the estimate ofb ecomes large. So even for moderate degrees of freedom (L 10), this test might be preferable to the LRT since its power is approximately a and it is much more powerful than the LRT.
We also briefly consider this two-sided hypothesis testing problem.
Consider testing b:u < 0 for some i = l, ... ,k, and b:1L ) 0 for some i = l, ... ,k ""1.';; -""1.';; -versus Hi:~: M ) 0 for all i = l, •.. ,k or~:M < 0 for all i = l, ... ,k.
1. 1. Sasabuchi (1980) showed that the LRT rejects H~if Zi~c for all i = l,... ,k or
Zi i -c for all i = l,... ,k. The determination of the constant c that yields a size-a test is more difficult than in the one-sided case. Sasabuchi gave some conditions under which c = Za. We consider only the special case of testing Gail and Simon (1985) for testing for a qualitative interaction.
TESTING PROBLEM AND LRT
Let ! ' = (Xu... ,X p ) be a p-variate (p L 2) normal random vector with unknown mean e and nonsingular covariance matrix E. We will use the notation! '" Np(e,E). Throughout the paper, except in Section 5, E will be assumed to be known. The results in this paper can be considered to be approximately true if E is unknown but a large sample is available for estimating E. In many applications, E will be a diagonal matrix, that is, the p populations with means p.u...,p.p will be independent populations and Xi will be the sample mean of a random sample from the i th population. But we will consider the more general setting. But if p L 3, then k might be any number bigger than one. Sasabuchi (1980) discusses other conditions that are equivalent to the requirement that Hi is 5 nonempty and {2 11 .,,2k} has no redundant vectors. Sasabuchi (1980) Cohen, Gatsonis and Marden (1983) , and Berger and Sinclair (1984) .
The LRT also has two optimality properties. In some cases, it has been shown to be uniformly most powerful among all monotone, level-cx tests and admissible. A test is said to be monotone if~is a sample point in the rejection region of the test and x* is another sample point that satisfies 2i~*~2i~for all i = l,...,k then~* is also in the rejection region of the test. Under various conditions it has been shown that the LRT is uniformly most powerful among all level-cx tests with this monotonicity property. Lehmann (1952) first proved a result of this type. prove the result under various conditions. Cohen and Marden (1983) also show that, in a bivariate problem, the LRT is admissible in that no other test exists that has a uniformly smaller power function on H o and a uniformly bigger power function on Hi" This result has been generalized by Nomakuchi and Sakata (1987) .
Despite these good properties the LRT has some deficiencies. It is a biased test in that the power function is less than cx for some e £ H l • In fact, this bias can be quite extreme. For example, suppose E= diag(a~, ... ,a~) is a diagonal matrix and consider the sign testing problem: Lehmann (1952) shows that in some problems of the type we are considering, no unbiased, nonrandomized tests exists. Nomakuchi and Sakata (1987) also discuss this. But, in fact, tests do exist that have the same size as the LRT and are uniformly more powerful. Tests with this property are described in Sections 3 and 4. For example, for the above problem, the test in Section 3 has power equal to ex P -1 /2 at !! = 2. Thus this test's power is (ex P -1 /2)/ex P = l/2ex times as big as the LRT's at some parameter points. This is a tenfold increase if ex = .05 and a fiftyfold increase if ex = .01. Robertson and Wegman (1978) if one wishes to determine if the data confirm that the inequalities specified in HI are true.
For many computations, it is more convenient to consider this transformed version of the original problem that was used by Sasabuchi (1980) . Let! be a p x p nonsingular matrix such that !E!' =lp, the p x p identity matrix. Thus !-1 (!-1)' =~. Make / the transformation Y = TX. In Section 2, we prove some preliminary results that will later be used to show that various tests are size-ex tests. The reader may only wish to read the theorems' statements on first reading. But Definitions 2.1 and 2.2 should be noted. In Section 3 we describe a size-ex test that is uniformly more powerful than the LRT. We compare the powers of the two tests for the sign testing problem (l.3) when p = 2. In Section 4 we discuss an even more powerful test for the sign testing problem (l.3). In Section 5, the sign testing problem (1.3) with p = 2 is considered with an unknown variance. In Section 6, a two-sided version of the problem is considered and a size-ex test 9 that is uniformly more powerful than the LRT is described for a sign testing problem. 
if r is such that both~'r~0 and~'r~0 then~'r~0, and (v) if r is such that both r~0 and~' r~0 then~' r~o.
PROOF: Note that the conditions on~and~imply that~=: 0 and~=: 0 and, hence, all ratios are well defined. (i), (ii), and (iii) are easily verified.
Notice that 0 > 0 and 'Y~O. So if~' r~0 and~' r~0, theñ 
It is easily verified that
roving the first result.
•
The constants used to define the rejection regions for our tests were defined in the Abstract. For completeness we repeat the definition. Under the transformation r =Tx described in Section 1, the set Rj is mapped onto the set h·:
a:y a:y I, ... ,k} s.
The following two theorems will be used to show that various tests are 
The second theorem we will use is quite general and unrelated to the special structure we have used up to now. But we have not found it stated in the literature in this generality.
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Let R be a set and b be a vector such that (1 2 +.!~2)
. 2 1. 1. P 1.= where~*' = (O,v;u ... ,v p 
1.=2
But 2 i 2i = 0 for i = 2,... ,p since 0 was orthogonal. Hence~'e* = 0 as was to be shown. I
Of course e* in Theorem 2.2 could be thought of as the projection of e onto the {e:~' e = OJ where the projection is in terms of a norm defined by t.
N

A TEST THAT IS MORE POWERFUL THAN THE LRT
Under certain conditions, the following test will be shown to be a size-ex test that is uniformly more powerful than the LRT for the testing problem described in (1.1). Figure 2 .1 where the axes are now the Xl -X2 axes. For a smaller, more common value of a, the picture would be similar but with more, but smaller, diamond shaped regions in the rejection region.
We now prove that Test I has the properties we desire.
THEOREM 3.1= For the testing problem described in (1.1), suppose that for (1980) showed that the supremum was only attained in a limit as one 2ie = 0 and all other 2Je~CD. Test I's power function
for all e £ Roo
To illustrate quantitatively the improvement in power that is provided by Test I, consider again the bivariate sign testing problem from Example 3.1.
We use al =a2 =1. We use ex = .10 so the rejection region for Test I is 20 R l U ...U R s in Figure 3 .1 and the rejection region for the LRT is just Ri" Let and be the power functions of Test I and the LRT, respectively. These two functions are graphed for certain e values in Figures 3.2a, b , and c. In each figure the lowest graph is fJde) and the middle graph is fJde). (The top graph is the graph of the power function of a test that will be described in Section 4.) In Figure 3 .2a, the graphs are for values of e' = (0,).'), . . ,.
. . 
AN EVEN MORE POWERFUL TEST
Test I from Section 3 is not necessarily the most powerful size-ex test.
In some cases there exists size-ex tests that are uniformly more powerful than Test I. In this section we will give an example of such a test.
We shall call the more powerful test, Test II. Test II will reject H o if where J < M M u R. j=l J < 2J. The rejection region for Test II consists of the rejection region for Test I plus some more of the sets R j. Hence, Test II is obviously more powerful than Test I or the LRT. But the verification that Test II is a size-ex test is more difficult. Theorem 2.2 cannot be used because the rejection region does not lie on one side of a plane defined by~'~= O. In fact, it is not obvious that we will still have a size-ex test if we add even one set, R]+ lJ to the rejection region of Test 1.
Test II may be primarily of theoretical interest because it has a rather counterintuitive property. For any~.: R j , where j > J,~i~i 0 for all i = l,... k. Thus, if we reject" H o for such an~, we are deciding that i~> 0 for all i = l, ,k even though the estimate of~,~, satisfies i~i 0 for all i = l, ,k. Although we will demonstrate in an example that M can be chosen so that Test II is a size-ex test that is uniformly more powerful than Test I, the important question might be this. Is there a size-ex test with power comparable to Test II that only rejects for x such that b i x > 0
The example we will consider is again the bivariate sign testing problem.
! ... N2(~,12) (for simplicity of notation we consider both variances equal to one The results are shown in The previous sections all dealt with models in which~, the covariance matrix, is known. Sasabuchi (1980) also considered two models in which~was unknown. (See Sasabuchi (l987a and 1987b) for much more detail.) He considered the model in which~was completely unknown and the model in which~= a"~, a" unknown and~known. He showed that the LRTs for these models were very similar to the LRT in the known~case. Namely the test statistics Zi were the same, except~was replaced by an estimate, and the critical value Zex was replaced with a t-distribution percentile, t ex .
Because of the similarities it is natural to ask whether making the same changes in Test I will yield a test that is size-ex and uniformly more powerful than the LRT. The answer, unfortunately, is that, in general, this method of test construction does not yield a size-ex test. We describe an example that illustrates this fact. But the example also illustrates that even for moderate sample sizes, the test has size close to ex and may be preferable to the LRT because of its higher power.
Consider again the bivariate sign testing problem. We are testing Ho: Pl i 0 or P" i 0 versus Hl : Pl > 0 and pz > O. Suppose Xl and X" are independent with Xi'" N1 (Pi ,a" ). Let S" an independent estimate of a" such that vS" / a" has a chi-squared distribution with v degrees of freedom (df).
Typically S" will be a pooled estimate of a" based on samples from the two populations that gave rise to Xl and X". As mentioned in Section 1, Sasabuchi (1980) actually considered a different null hypothesis. His null hypothesis was that e was on the boundary of H~.
His alternative was H~. For Sasabuchi's problem, Theorem 2.1 provides two insights. It shows that c = za is the constant that yields a size-a LRT in a broader class of problems than found by Sasabuchi. P (X E U R.) < oe .
..
j=l J -
So suppose Pi > 0 for some i and Pi < 0 for some i. Suppose p
